I. INTRODUCTION
Let us begin by defining stream traffic. Stream traffic is characterized by the following three properties: 1) small response time and moderate throughput requirements, 2) important timing constraints, and 3) redundant information content. Property 1 allows for the possibility of real-time interactive communication between two or more locations. This property alone makes stream traffic distinguishable from the two classical forms of data communication. Indeed, packetswitched networks have, in general, been designed to carry traffic which has traditionally been classified into two categories: a ) LD-low delay (interactive), and b) HT-high throughput (file transfer). As noted by Cohen, Opderbeck, and Kleinrock [ l o ] , stream traffic communication falls into yet another category, c) ST-stream traffic, requiring both low delay and moderate throughput. Not only are the transmission requirements of stream traffic unique, but the information itself is of a somewhat different nature than the usual data communication. Property 2 indicates that each unit (bit, if you will) of information has an associated (possibly implied) time stamp and that the relative timing of the information should be preserved as well as possible by the transmission media. unit of information does not arrive at or before the time that the receiver expects it, a gap will occur in the output of the stream. Such gaps are undesirable since, to some extent, they destroy the rhythm of the output and thus hinder the intelligibility of the information. Unlike traditional LD and HT data communication, the information in stream traffic is somewhat redundant. The communication medium may lose a small fraction of the information without seriously affecting the quality.
In communicating stream information via a packet-switched network, rather than the traditional circuit-switched (or dedicated) network, there arise some unique problems which require solutions. This paper discusses methods of smoothing the packet delay variability in the output by destination buffering. By delaying the output of the first message of a stream by an amount D , one may limit the frequency and duration of gaps in the output. The method discussed here corresponds to that of a ''null timing information (NTI) device," as described in [ 11. We investigate here the adaptive setting of the delay parameter D (T in [ l ] ). For the purpose of discussion here we define gap probability G to be the average fraction of packets which arrive at an empty output process. A stream source typically has periods of activity and inactivity (e.g., called "talk-spurts'' and "silence" in speech). We shall call a period of activity by a stream source a sentence. As the destination buffering delay of the first message is increased, the frequency and duration of gaps decreases. Therein lies the tradeoff which is examined in this paper, namely, gaps versus delay.
PLAYBACK METHODS
Unless D is very large, there is a nonzero probability that a gap will still occur. The purpose of this section is to describe two methods for dealing with this eventuality. The first method (method E ) would expand the playout time of the sentence in order to include all packets in the output process. In method E a late packet (Le., one which arrives to find an empty output process) will result in a gap and delay all successive packets of that sentence. This is similar to the approach taken in [ 21. The second method (method I ) preserves the timing at the expense of ignoring some late arriving packets (or partial packets). In method E each late packet results in a gap as the total length of time for a sentence is preserved. A similar scheme is described in [ 3 ] .
These two approaches lie at opposite ends of a continuum of choices for dealing with gaps. For a constant network delay (e.g., a dedicated point-to-point channel) the two extremes are equivalent. Also, if D is infinite, the extremes coincide. However, with finite D and variable delay, the extremes separate.
The separation increases as delay variability increases or as D decreases. With finite delay variability and finite D, one can envision methods which lie between the two extremes. For example, one may wish to discard only those packets which arrive both late and out of order. Such a scheme has properties of both methods E and I. The time axis is expanded when a packet is just late, yet some data may be discarded in order t o preserve "reasonable" timing. Another example is to limit the expansion of time and/or the fraction of discarded data t o a certain amount and switch methods if a threshold is exceeded.
An important consideration, which shall not be discussed here, is the filling of gaps (i.e., with silence or something else).
Several alternatives have been used and are discussed in [ 31 . 
where u(Ik) is the kth largest of the {u(i)}, i = -m, ..., -1.
It should be noted that D can be computed by the receiver, based only on delay differences. This calculation is possible if packets contain generation time stamps g(i) and if a clock at the destination, running at roughly the same speed as the source clock, marks packets as they arrive at times u(i). The following argument shows that there is no need for the clocks to be synchronized. Let a* be the instant on the destination time line which corresponds to g(i -1); then
Therefore,
The receiver need deal only with the
IV. ANALYSIS
An analysis of the performance of the adaptive receiving techniques is presented in this section. We begin by considering some assumptions which render the system tractable for subsequent analysis. Our model of the system is pictured in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 by crosshatching at the outputj.
A. Gap Probability for Pkyback Method E
the average fraction of packets at which a gap occurs with method E in a sentence of length n messages is given by
where S(t) is the distribution function of ~( i ) and R(D) is the distribution function of the destination wait time 1).
B. Gap Probability for Playback Method I
Since there is no expansion of the time axis in method I , when a message delay exceeds the delay o f the first message 
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Method E by more than D, a gap results. Hence, the average fraction of packets a t which a gap occurs with method I in a sentence of length n messages is Comparing the right-hand sides of (2) and (3) we notice, as expected, that (3) is larger (identical at n = 2 ) . Therefore, in general, the gap probability is lower in method E' than in method 1.
C. The Distribution of Dfm, k )
The distribution RID I M , k ) of the partial range given the distribution X(?) from which the m samples are independently IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. COM-30, NO. 12, DECEMBER 1982 chosen is given by
A derivation for the above following that of [4, pp. 98-99] appears in [ 81.
V. A MEASURE O F COMMUNICATION QUALITY
Before proceeding, we need a basis for comparing the "quality" of communication in our stream 'traffic context. Among the parameters affecting the quality of communication in the system under discussion are 1) G-the gap probability and 2) u(i) -I-D-the speaker-to-listener (end-to-end) delay. The end-to-end delay and the gap probability are both influenced by the destination Let GE(n, rn, k ) be the gap probability for method E, given that 1) each sentence contains n messages, 2) D is the partial range of rn samples with the k largest samples discarded, and 3) the delay distribution is exponential. Then, (2) yields the following: 
We shall first find R(D I rn, k ) . We begin with (4). Substituting for S ( t ) we have
R ( D I rn, k ) = x(rn -1) i= 0 / i S k + l1 " 1 GE(n, nz, 0 ) = -x - n iz2 j-1 1 i -I
similarly t o GE(n, rn, k ) . Beginning with (3) we obtain
We define GZ(n, rn, k ) , the gap probability for method I , Fig. 5 illustrates a family of GZ curves, for k = 0 . Fig. 6 shows GZ versus rn for various k with n = 16. GE(n, rn, 0) and GI(n, rn, 0) 
A . Limiting Performance f o r Large rn
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The optimum value of a (Le., that value of a which causes D and G to most closely approach 0) for n = 16, g = 0.06, and d = 4x is a = 0.0655 for method E , and a = 0.0546 for method I. This gives corresponding optimum points of GE = 0.027 at D = 2 . 7 3~ and GI = 0.0256 at D = 2 . 9 1~ (where x is the mean network delay). Since one would be required to remember all rn values, the process which allows rn and k to grow arbitrarily large is computationally infeasible. The knowledge of our proximity to the optimum is, however. quite important.
B. DIG Tradeoff
Let us now study the basic tradeoff between gap probability G and delay D. In Fig. 7 we plot GE versue D for k = 0 and various n. The choice of rn is quite critical. For the case of n = 16 it can be shown that the acceptable range for m is approximately 6-29. If m is smaller, GE is too large; if rn islarger, then D is t o o large. Either extreme performs at 23 percent worse than optimum. With rn = 12 the performance is within 11 percent of optimum. This is the best possible performance for k = 0.
In order to examine the behavior of different values of k , we fix n (at 16) and plot GE versus D in Fig. 8 . Notice that performance increases (Le., normalized distance from the I. Using such a rule for the exponential distribution of delay, n = 16 and the given region of acceptability achieves performance within 5 percent of the limiting performance. In the next section we relax these assumptions and find that the rule continues to provide good performance.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Some assumptions were made in earlier sections in order to provide a tractable model of the system. Even with these assumptions, analytic results were obtained only for a small class of distributions. We therefore have resorted to simulation in order to relax some of our assumptions. Presented in this section are the results of that simulation.
The simulation program is driven by a sequence of delays. Therefore, it is possible to remove the assumption of statistical independence among samples. This assumption is relaxed by using the actual delay strings from ARPANET measurements gathered at U.C.L.A. and from the simulation (not shown).
It is also possible to remove the assumption of fixed sentence size. Suggested by the early work of Norwine and Murphy [ 9 ] , we have used a geometric distributjon of sentence length (in terms of packets), with a mean which corresponds roughly to the 4.14 s reported in [ 91 as the average length of a talkspurt.
The simulations were performed as follows. First the delay string is "randomly" divided into sentences. At the beginning of each sentence a selection of D is made based on rn and k . Knowing the delay of the first message of the sentence and D , we determine the number of gaps which would have occurred were this the sequence of delays experienced by an actual sentence. This is repeated for each sentence in the string and the results are recorded.
We show only the results using two of the measured delay strings. D is now expressed in ms instead of a multiple of the mean delay. In Figs. 9 and 10 we show the results of the range monitoring techniques using rn = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 8 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that one may devise 'distribution buffering schemes which effectively balance the frequency (and duration) of output gaps against end-to-end delay.
We have produced a framework by which such schemes may be compared. Our approach of looking at each end of a continuum of playback schemes has produced bounds of performance within which the performance of all schemes in the continuum must lie. We have gained an understanding of the tradeoff between gaps and delay. The above should provide some useful tools for designing new and better buffering and playback schemes.
'
The choice between playback methods E (expanded time) and I (late data ignored) is not a clear one.
While it is true that method E preserves all information and has a lower gap probability than method I under like delay conditions, method E has the nasty problem that, in general, sentences take longer to output than to input. This can create problems in applications where timing balance between input and output is critical or when the network is subject to loss of packets. Early on we mentioned that the best choice of playback scheme would likely lie between the two extremes. The choice would "optimally" balance timing integrity and information integrity for a particular application. For example, modify method E t o include a threshold for the maximum time to wait for any packet. This would allow for some control on the time expansion by eliminating the worst offenders, but would st111 provide fewer gaps than method I.
